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About This Game

Futuridium EP Deluxe is a psychedelic retro inspired shoot’em up with a modern twist, that blends together frantic action,
puzzle elements, a vibrant low poly aesthetic and an heart pumping electronic soundtrack. As a lone starship pilot lost in a

dimensional loop just before a big space battle, with a limited and constantly depleting energy tank, your only hope is to fly as
fast as possible over enormous space dreadnoughts, destroying their defenses and the cyan power cubes to get some energy

back.

Try to escape the infinite loop of Futuridium: you can count only on your reflexes, your dual lasers, the nimbleness of your
starship and... the ability to turn 180° on the spot! Can you beat all the 50 levels, the 5 bosses, unlock all the extra game modes

and collect the 150 medals?
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Good luck! You’ll need it...
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'liked the aesthetics although I would prefer lower contrast or less colorful palettes (themes should be possible) and a mode
where you didn't have to repeat the same screens every time you play. It's only fun with a proper controller... You have been
warned!.

Not a single crash or issue on Fedora GNU\/Linux - RX 580 with Radeon open drivers.
This game is actually entertaining and a fun casual play.
. This game does not feature KB+M support. All controls are static and cannot be changed, and all button prompts are for a
controller. The gameplay isnt terrible, and the music is awesome. I have to give this game a thumbs down because without a
controller it is not enjoyable to play KB controls are not intuitive. If these get fixed I may come back an update my review.. This
feels like a new spin on a classic SHMUPS. making it more of a puzzle game and adding that third demensionm. plus this sound
track keeps sucking me back into this game. I recommend using a controller since you cannot remap the keyboard and mouse in
game.. None of you Knockers remember Uridium? This rocks. Period.. I love this game! The overall graphic style with the
impressive soundtrack is addictive. Id recommend getting this just for the soundtrack, the game is a bonus. You can buy the
OST - but I have decided not to because apparently they haveny made it as separate tracks., which is a shame.

If you run 2K monitor - say at 2560 x 1080 then the game doesnt support that video mode.
Still - recommended!. hey fam, if you like vivid colours and spaceships and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you
should buy this game, gnomesayin'.. None of you Knockers remember Uridium? This rocks. Period.
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I love this game! The overall graphic style with the impressive soundtrack is addictive. Id recommend getting this just for the
soundtrack, the game is a bonus. You can buy the OST - but I have decided not to because apparently they haveny made it as
separate tracks., which is a shame.

If you run 2K monitor - say at 2560 x 1080 then the game doesnt support that video mode.
Still - recommended!. 'liked the aesthetics although I would prefer lower contrast or less colorful palettes (themes should be
possible) and a mode where you didn't have to repeat the same screens every time you play. It's only fun with a proper
controller... You have been warned!.

Not a single crash or issue on Fedora GNU\/Linux - RX 580 with Radeon open drivers.
This game is actually entertaining and a fun casual play.
. This game does not feature KB+M support. All controls are static and cannot be changed, and all button prompts are for a
controller. The gameplay isnt terrible, and the music is awesome. I have to give this game a thumbs down because without a
controller it is not enjoyable to play KB controls are not intuitive. If these get fixed I may come back an update my review.. hey
fam, if you like vivid colours and spaceships and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you should buy this game,
gnomesayin'.. Persistent crashes. Waiting for fix.. Fun little game. I wish it had faster turning. Seems right for the price.. Very
very nice! Reminds me Race The Sun. Good Music, Challenge, Controls (even if you need to get used to).
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